UNITEDGP - RACING-MANAGER

YOUR SPOT AT THE PITWALL
With a refined strategy to the victory:
Optimize your race car to perfection as
the manager of your racing team and
compete with other player from around the
world in live races - right from the pitwall!
Take on the role as the crew chief at the place of action:
right at the pitwall. With permanent optimisation of the
race car, the right setup and most importantly with the
right strategy, you can stand out against players from
around the world and lead your team to the top.
With increasing success in the races your options for
producing better parts increase, so do the detailed
settings your can choose throughout the game. Real
hardcore fans will experience the same feeling of
precision and love for details in UnitedGP, that they
are accustomed to and admire in the real teams in the
premier class in motorsports.

The race car setup can be adjusted in detail: Front wing, rear
wing, suspension, balancing...

make this manager game so extraordinary. Through the
use of an especially high-performance server, enough
players are available at any time, day or night, to
experience exciting duels on the race track. The
position of each car is shown in real time and interactions
possible even during the race, like adjusting the pit stop
strategy or adding Power-Ups.

Thrilling live races with up to 20 players (PvP) and worldwide match making including ranking tables are what
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The manager should never lose sight of the setup
though, as there are more than 150 different
components that can be produced and installed.

Everything in sight: The most important data on one screen That’s how crew chiefs work in motor sports!

Components wear out and new ones are unlocked, so constant
component management is cruicial.

With a total of over 80 player levels, five different
racing classes and more than 25 individual race tracks
that fluctuate daily, a lot of variety and challenges are
waiting for both crew chief and material. And as if
this wasn‘t enough to think about yet, changing
weather conditions add another element for cars
and drivers. UnitedGP is cross-platform playable.

Short: A challenge like in the daily life of a crew chief!

Only the right strategy combining the right components with
driver feedback leads to the victory.
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The game is available for free on
www.unitedgp.net or in the App-Store.
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